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Abstract  

The projects objective was to improve the traffic conditions at the roundabout of Ali Ebn Abi Taleb. 

The roundabout is very congested causing long queues. Data collection was made 2 of May between 

07.30-08.30. Data was only collected during the morning of 2 of May due to the small amount of time 

before the academic year end. The data collected did not represent peak hour conditions in the 

roundabout due to the data collection being made between holidays. To create peak hour conditions a 

factor was used to create more representative data. Missing information was an issue however, it was 

dealt with by using an iterative fitting process to model rout choices in the roundabout.  

Models were made in PVT VISSIM and Synchro 10 with the application Sim traffic. The basic models 

could not be validated as data collection was made at one time only. The models were calibrated using 

the collected data from the morning of the 2 of May. Two scenarios were made in the software, one 

where the roundabout was turned in to a signalised roundabout and the other where it was turned into 

an intersection. The results from the comparison between the scenarios shows an improvement of the 

conditions both cases regarding delay, speed and traffic flow going into the roundabout. Due to the 

basic model not being validated the conclusions made from the alternative solutions must be made 

carefully. The biggest improvements can be seen in the alternative to make the roundabout into an 

intersection in both software, indicating that turning the roundabout in to an intersection would lead to 

the biggest improvements in the traffic conditions of the roundabout. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sammanfattning 

Målet med detta project var att förbättra de rådande trafikförhållandena vid cirkulationsplatsen Ali Ebn 

Abi Taleb. Cirkulationsplatsen är i dagsläget högtraffikerad vilket leder till stora köer. Datainsamling 

skedde den 2 maj mellan 07.30-08.30. Data samlades bara in under denna morgon på grund av den 

korta tid som var kvar på det akademiska året. Den data som samlades in reflekterade inte dem flöden 

som normalt ses vid rusningstid på grund av att dagen för datainsamling låg mellan två ledighets 

perioder. För att efterlikna dem förhållanden som normal kan ses i cirkulationsplatsen användes en 

faktor. En iterativ anpassningsprocess användes för att modellera saknad information så som vägval i 

cirkulationsplatsen.  

Modeller gjordes i PVT VISSIM och Synhro 10 med applikationen Sim traffic. Basmodellerna kunde 

inte bli validerade på grund av att datainsamlingen endast skedde under en förmiddag modellerna är 

dock kalibrerade med den insamlade datan. Två alternativa scenarier gjordes i programvarorna, det 

första var en full signalisering av den redan existerade cirkulationsplatsen och det andra var en 

signalerad korsning. Resultatet från en jämförelse av de olika alternativen visade att de nya 

alternativen ledde till en förbättring gällande, fördröjning, hastighet och passerande trafikflöde. Då 

basmodellen inte kunde valideras måste slutsatser från denna studie göras med försiktighet. Den 

största förbättringen i båda programvarorna kan ses om cirkulations platsen görs om till en signalerad 

korsning, vilket gör detta till det bästa alternativet för att förbättra förhalandena.  
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1. Introduction 

The transportation system in a city may be considered the bloodstream of the city, transporting 

everything and everyone to where they need to be. Just like a body with a thrombus does not work the 

way it should, a city with major congestion has a lot of problems. The city is an ever-changing 

organism and the transport system needs to be able to adapt to and support the changes occurring 

during a day, week or month. The transportation system has a large effect on social, environmental 

and economic aspects of the city. Socially the transportation system gives people the means to uphold 

and nourish relationships between them. If it is functioning well it will allow people to travel even 

further to do so. The transportation system often has a negative impact on the environment because of 

the emission from the vehicles. By adding public and reducing congestion transportation some of the 

negative impacts can be reduced. A well-functioning system will shorten the travel time for people, 

consequently making it possible to move further to new job opportunities and more knowledge 

exchange between companies and people. Other than supporting knowledge exchange it also supports 

creativity, innovations and economic growth by making it easy to get from one place to another.  

Congestion is an effect of a growing city, a city which grows has a higher mobility demand, and 

sometimes the capacity of the transportation system does not measure up to the actual demand causing 

congestion. Congestion can be caused by high traffic flows but also from lane changing, aggressive 

driving and cars stopping on the street. These things characteristics lower the capacity of the road 

causing congestion to appear at lower traffic flows. Congestion often makes drivers even more 

aggressive starting a negative spiral which often can be seen in bigger growing cities.  

 

1.1 Background  

The roundabout of Ali Ebn Abi Taleb is in the area of Smouha in Alexandria. Alexandria is a fast-

growing city; the population size grows about 2-3% per year (Brinkhoff, 2019) causing congestion. 

Smouha is an area of middle-high income with about 300 cars per 1000 inhabitants and a density of 

22400 persons per square kilometre (Brinkhoff, 2019). In Smouha there are plenty of schools, banks 

and sports clubs generating traffic. In the area you can find public transportation used by many. The 

form of public transportation varies; most common are mini and micro busses.  

 

Aggressive driving is common among Alexandrian drivers and includes making unsafe lane changes, 

zigzagging, horn honking, tailgating, etc. In 2017 CAPMAS recorded that 72% of traffic accidents in 

Egypt happen because of driver’s behaviour (Egypt Today , 2017). The aggressiveness of the drivers 

is a big problem in the traffic system of Alexandria Aggressive driving behaviour causes capacity of 

the roads to decrease. By adding new factors to the four reduction factors proposed by the highway 



capacity manual Abdel-Aal concluded that the driving behaviour in Egypt causes the capacity of the 

roads to decrease by a factor of 0.817 (Abdel-Aal, et al., 2018). 

 

Close by in both directions there are two other roundabouts on the road of Mohammed Fawzi Moaz. 

There is Victor Amanoiel square, which is the largest roundabout of the three, a traffic flow of about 

10.000 cars per hour at peak hour. The other roundabout is Ibrahimia which is a smaller roundabout 

but with 5/6 roads entering it. All the roundabouts are included in a bigger project concerning the 

whole area between the roundabouts. Figure 1 shows the positions of the roundabouts with Victror 

Amanoiel square in green, Ali Ebn Abi Taleb in red and Ibrahimia in blue.    

 

Figure 1: Picture from above showing the position of the three roundabouts, Victor Amanoiel in green, Ali Ebn 

Abi Taleb in red and Ibrahimia in blue. (Google Maps, 2019 a) 

Ali Ebn Abi Taleb is a roundabout with five entering roads but only four exiting. The streets entering 

and exiting the roundabouts are Mohammed Fawzi Moaz which will be referred to as Fawzi Moaz as 

the locals call it and Albert Al Awal. Due to roads on both sides of the roundabout having the same 

name they will be referred to as for example Fawzi Moaz east link as seen in figure 2 bellow. 

 



 

Figure 2: Map showing the different names of the links going into the roundabout of Ali Ebn Abi Taleb.  (Google 

Maps, 2019 b) 

 

 

The last street only entering the roundabout is Ademon Freemon. The traffic flow from this street 

never goes into the roundabout because of a separation directing the traffic flow straight into Fawzi 

Moaz east link. The roundabout is closed to the south bound traffic flows from Albert Al Awal and 

Fawzi Moaz. As Fawzi Moaz enters the roundabout from the east there is a traffic police directing the 

flows of traffic, stopping either the flow inside the roundabout or the flow on Fawzi Moaz. The signal 

and separations are shown in figure 3:  



  

Figure 3: Positions of dividing and in black and position of signals in red.  

(Google Maps, 2019 c) 

 

The geometry of the roundabout is not ideal from a safety perspective. because of the under 

dimensioned central island of the roundabout cause primary conflicts in the roundabout and not 

properly slowing down the traffic entering from Fawzi Moaz east. The traffic flow entering the 

roundabout is unbalanced with Fawzi Moaz representing over 75% of the entering traffic flow.  The 

signal inside the roundabout often causes a long queue stopping the traffic flow going straight from 

Fawzi Moaz west link or turning right from Albert Al Awal south link.  

 

 

1.2 Objectives  

The objective of this project is to investigate the high congestion in the roundabout and suggesting 

some alternative ways to ease the congestion in the roundabout. The goal is therefore to find a way to 

relive the congestion problem. 

 

1.2 Limitations 

The project did not include pedestrians or traffic safety in general. It also does not include 

optimization of signal cycle time or signaling for pedestrians. 

 

 



1.4 Methodology  

The literature review is a small introduction to the safety geometry and capacity of roundabouts. The 

literature search was made and updated during the whole project.  

The observations needed for this project were made by using cameras on the third floor of a building 

at the edge of the roundabout and by manual counting between 07:20-07:30 2/5-2019. The videos 

were later visually analysed. The data extracted from the videos were traffic flows, vehicle 

compositions, travel time, speed, circulating flow and signal time. Due to date and time of data 

collection results in the data set does not reflect the usual conditions at Aly Ebn Abi taleb, therefore a 

growth factor of how the traffic changes from morning to evening was made from the data collected at 

the other roundabouts in the same project. Data concerning the geometry of the roundabout such as 

lane width, the central islands diameter were obtained from measuring in google maps due to 

restrictions from the transport department. 

The microscopic models of the studied roundabout were made in PVT VISSIM and Synchro 10. 

Synchro 10 uses a simulation application called sim traffic. Both programs will be referred to as 

Synchro 10. As the purpose of this project is to propose solutions to ease the congestion in the 

roundabout, one base scenario was made and two alternative solutions proposing two different 

solutions to the problem. The efficiency of the solutions was measured in delay and speed entering the 

intersection/roundabout. The different solutions were made based on observations at the roundabout 

and the obtained data. After analysing the simulations results, the best solution was identified and 

suggested.  

 

2. Literature Review  

To get a basic understanding of the subject a broad literature research was made. The search was used 

to understand the conclusions and information already available on the subject and get the knowledge 

needed to conduct this project. Also, to gather the information needed to understand the problems of 

the traffic situation in Alexandria and understand the way of living in Egypt. A variety of search 

engines where used like, Google scholar and KTH online library.  

 

2.1 Roundabouts  

A roundabout is a circular unsignalized intersection with circulating lanes most commonly one or two, 

but in some cases even more lanes can be seen like in the roundabout of Ali Ebn Abi Taleb. The most 



important parts of a roundabout are central island, circulatory, approaching lanes, and departing lanes. 

The rest of the geometrical elements can be read from figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Illustration of a roundabout with explanation of the parts. 

(Federal Hightway Administraton, 2000). 

 

Some advantages of building roundabouts include a reduction of conflicts between different traffic 

streams as well as an increase in capacity in the subordinate approach; they can however lower the 

capacity of the primary road causing queues in the bigger traffic stream. Roundabouts decrease the 

speed of the vehicles entering it due to their design which can be desirable out of both safety and noise 

point of view. Less noise often makes areas more pleasurable to reside in. Roundabouts are convenient 

when more than two different roads intersect at the same place due to the design making it possible for 

the traffic streams to connect more safely decreasing accidents. Although roundabouts have 

advanagges, they are large and need a lot of space to function and they can be blocked either by large 

amounts of pedestrians or by high traffic flows going in. 

 

2.1.1 Safety of roundabouts  

One of the biggest reasons to build a roundabout is to reduce the amounts of conflicts between the 

traffic flows. In a regular intersection between two different roads there are 32 conflict areas out of 

which 4 are primary conflicts. A primary conflict is when the cars from the different roads collide with 

a 90-degree angle, causing the worst accidents (Federal Hightway Administraton, 2000). In an 

roundabout there is only 8 conflict areas out of which none are primary if the roundabout is designed 

in a correct way se figure 5 for further explanation. 



 

Figure 5: Illustration of conflicts in an intersection and inside a roundabout. (Federal Hightway Administraton, 

2000). 

The alignment of entering approaches centrelines should pass throught the centre of the central island 

for as good safety and capacity performance. It is very rare that it is acceptable for an approach 

alignment to be offset to the right of the centre point in the roundabout. This approach reduces entry 

curvature which leads to high speeds of the entering vehicles causing more accidents as seen in figure 

6 (Federal Hightway Administraton, 2000).  

 

Figure 6: Illustration of different alignments of approaches in relation of the central island. (Federal Hightway 

Administraton, 2000). 

 



The central island of the roundabout must be the right size for the roundabout to ensure that the cars 

slow down when coming into the intersection. The central islands radius should be twice size of the 

circulatory roadways width to ensure traffic safety (Federal Hightway Administraton, 2000). 

According to Trafikverket the radius of the central island should be between 10-20 meter and have one 

circulatory for best safety standard (Traffikverket , 2016).  

 

2.1.2 Capacity  

Capacity is the biggest stationary traffic flows a roundabout or road can accommodate given 

prerequisites during a given time. The roundabouts ability to support the dimensioned or worst traffic 

situation the roundabout can handle.  

A roundabouts capacity is often higher than the same sized signalized intersection. The capacity of a 

roundabout depends on the speed of the circulating traffic, the size of the approaches and entering 

flows, driver’s behaviour ,the size of the circulatory and size of the exiting flows (Treansportation 

Reasearch Bord , 2010)  Slower speeds can in some cases increase capacity of a roundabout (Federal 

Hightway Administraton, 2000). 

 

2.2 Signals in roundabouts  

When deciding what kind of signal best fits the need of a roundabout three things needs to be 

considered; means of control, time of operation and approach control. According to Stevens there are 

two means of control of roundabouts; direct control and indirect control. Indirect control rules the 

flows going into the roundabout while the direct control rules both internal and external links of the 

roundabout. The time of operation decides when the signals are used, signals in the roundabout does 

not have to be on at all time. If only on during some parts of the day it is a partial signal control, if the 

signal is on at all time it is called a full signal control (Stevens, 2005). Approach control describes how 

many of the approaches which will be controlled. The progress of choosing the right signalisation can 

be seen bellow in figure 7. 



 

Figure 7: Illustration of the progress of choosing most appropriate of signalization. (Stevens, 2005). 

 

According to Stevens problematic roundabouts often falls into main categories: high circulatory 

speeds and unbalanced traffic flow and sometimes both. There are some reasons to signalize a 

roundabout one of them being unbalanced traffic flows. Unbalanced traffic flows should be signalized 

to give the subordinate road with a smaller traffic flow an opportunity to enter the roundabout. 

Another reason is high circulatory speeds. In roundabouts there is a need for merging and weaving 

between traffic flows, higher speeds can make it difficult for entering traffic to get into the 

roundabout. 

Several advantages can be seen from having signal-controlled roundabouts (Stevens, 2005). By using 

signal control, the delay can be spread out more even between the legs of a roundabout when the 

roundabout has uneven traffic flows. Another advantage of using signal control is that the red time 

gives pedestrians an opportunity to cross the road hence decreasing accidents (Natalizio, 2005). 

Signals in a roundabout can also reduce the queue by giving the queued traffic right-of-way.  

 

2.3 Aggressive driving behaviour in microsimulations 

Free lane changing does not offer parameters to adjust the aggressiveness of the lane changing. 

However, changing the parameters like desired safety distance used for the following behaviour can 

adjust the aggressiveness of the drivers. PVT AG points out that in both cases of lane changing the 

driver starts with finding a suitable “headway time” (time gap) in the flow at the destination lane. The 

necessary size of the gap depends on the speed of the lane changer and the speed of the car behind the 

lane changer at the destination lane (PVT-AG, 2011).  

PVT AG offers two different car following models, Wiedemann 74 and Wiedmann 99. Where 

Wiedmann 74 is more suitable for urban traffic and Wiedmann 99 is more suitable for interurban 

traffic. Wiedmann 99 offers more parameters for car following like headway time, safety distance and 



standstill acceleration (PVT-AG, 2011). Franssom considers the most important parameters to 

arechange headway time, standstill distance and stand still acceleration (Fransson, 2018). 

In Synchro 10 parameters like headway time and lane changing and gap acceptance can be altered 

directly. The parameters causing the saturation flow of the roads to decrease. Nyantakyi et al report a 

correlation between saturation flow and gap acceptance correlating with Abdel Aal et al’s paper on 

decrease of capacity due to driver behaviour (Nyantakyi, et al., 2014).     

 

3. Case study  

4. 3.1 Inventory of the site  

Site visits were concluded to get to know the area better. All the site visits were made by foot and no 

data were collected during the site visits. During the visits notice was taken of where the pedestrians 

cross the roads and where cars, mini, micro and regular busses stop to pick up or let people get off. 

During the visits it was also investigated which problems could be seen at the roundabout regarding, 

queues, driver behaviour and geometry.   

The first site visit was concluded on March 24 2019 from 2.10 pm to 3.10pm. At the time not only the 

intersection of Ali Ebn Abi Taleb was visited but also the two roundabouts close by. The other visit 

was conducted on April 05 from 10.15 am to 11.15 am to see how the roundabouts function with low 

traffic flows and to get a better understanding of the geometry of the roundabouts.  

 

3.2 Site description 

As mentioned earlier the roundabout of Aly Ebn Abi Taleb is a roundabout with 5 roads going into it 

and four exiting. The number of lanes going into, exiting and circulation in the roundabout varies 

depending on time of day and traffic flows at the time. Signal time and cycle time also depends on 

what time and which traffic flows are the largest. 

Fawzi Moaz is the biggest road entering and exiting the roundabout from both ways. The road is made 

to have three lanes in each direction, but during rush hour the road has four lanes due to the aggressive 

driving and lack of road markings. On the link of Fawzi Moaz east there is a U-turn making it possible 

to turn and go back without entering the roundabout. Fawzi Maoz also has some parking by the 

sidewalk varying depending on placement. The traffic flows going in different directions are separated 

by a refuge. When four lanes are in use, the lane width is measured to about 2.5 meters. Using four 

lanes makes width of the lanes smaller than the standard of 2.75 meters for 30 km/h  or 3 meters at 40 

km/h according to the Swedish transport authority (Trafikverket, 2012) and 3.0-3.6 according to the 



US FHW (Anon., 2019). About 75% of the traffic flow going into the roundabout comes from Fawzi 

Moaz making the flow in the roundabout unbalanced.  

Albert Al Awal is a smaller road which differs between one to two lanes depending on the traffic the 

road also has parking by the sidewalk. Just like Fawzi Moaz, Albert Al Awal have a refuge separating 

the traffic flows going in each direction. The lane width of Albert Al Awal when two lanes is used is 

about 3.25 meters which is acceptable according to both FHWA and the Swedish transport authority. 

Some vehicles make a U-turn which occur right at the entrance of the roundabout on both sides, the 

number U-turns does not bother the traffic flow because of the small amount.  

Ademon Fremon is a small street that today only turns right on to Fawzi Moaz east creating the need 

of a U-turn a little further up on the street. The street has two lanes with a width of 3.5 meters but only 

one lane when exiting on to Fawzi Moaz. The traffic from Ademon Fremon does not affect the traffic 

flows at Fawzi Moaz to a big extent when merging in with the rest of the traffic due to the streets 

small traffic flow.    

The roundabouts geometry is not ideal. The central island has a diameter of about 20 meters. The 

small size of the central island compared to the circulatory which differs between 17-22 meter with 3 -

7 lanes depending on where in the roundabout observations are made is a cause of many problems. 

The size and placement of the central island is causing more primary conflicts and high speeds of the 

vehicles coming from Fawzi Moaz west as they don’t have to turn when entering the roundabout 

resulting in high speeds in the circulatory. The roundabout is closed to the south bound vehicles 

coming from Fawzi Moaz east link and Albert Al Awal north link causing them to drive down making 

a U-turn and coming back to the roundabout.  

The traffic police signalling at Fawzi Moaz change signals depending on where the traffic flows are 

the biggest and where the queue is the longest. The queue building up inside of the roundabout often 

block the traffic going straight causing the queue to build up inside the circulatory out to the 

approaches. Pedestrians in the roundabout usually move in the ends of it when the police signal red 

light to the vehicles on Fawzi Moaz east link and does not affect the traffic to a big extent. Stops don’t 

accrue inside the roundabout, and the stops that do occur does not affect the traffic.  

 

3.3 Data collection  

On Thursday 2 of May 2019 at 07:20-07:30 the data was collected. Due to problems with permissions 

from the police department, the count was made during a week of several holidays like Easter and 

labour day. The data was only collected in the morning during peak hour. Beforehand a count plan 

was made together with a group of students from the University of Pharos working on the bigger 



project involving all three roundabouts on Fawzi Moaz. The data needed was traffic flow, pedestrian 

movement, stops, queue and signal time. The count plan will be presented presented below. 

 

3.3.1 Traffic flow 

 Cameras were used to record the traffic flow for all the roads entering and exiting the roundabout. 

Using cameras make it possible to count the number of private vehicles, public transportation, trucks 

and bikes later at the office. The recording will also show the movements of pedestrians and stops in 

the roundabout.  Three persons recorded the traffic flows on all the entering and exiting roads with 

three cameras. The cameras were placed on the 3th floor of a house in the roundabout to get a clear 

view of the traffic. The cameras placement can be seen in figure 8. The red lines show the area 

cowered by cameras. 

 

Figure 8: Illustration of placement of cameras and covered area. (Google Maps, 2019 c). 

 

   3.3.2 Queue 

 The queue was counted by 5 persons one at each of the entering roads as seen in figure 9. Queue was 

defined as cars that had a speed of 10 km/h or less. The queue was counted with an interval of 2 

minutes or as the signal changed if you were standing by the traffic police whom direct the traffic 

flows in the roundabout.  



 

Figure 9: Illustration of placement of queue counters and starting points of queues. (Google Maps, 2019 c). 

 

3.3.3 Pedestrians 

Pedestrians that crossed the road was counted at the places that could not be seen on the cameras at the 

same time as the filming. These places were decided upon the site visits on 24 of March and 05 of 

April and can be seen in figure 10. The rest of the area where pedestrians should be able to cross 

where covered by the cameras an could be counted later. The pedestrians rarely move in the 

roundabout and the sides.  

 

Figure 10: Illustration of placement of people counting pedestrians. (Google Maps, 2019 c) 

 

 



3.3.4 Stops 

Stops were also counted in the places that could not be seen on the cameras and just as the pedestrian 

movement the placement of the people counting stops was made based on the site visits see fugure.11.

 

Figure 11: Illustration of placement of persons counting stops. (Google Maps, 2019 c). 

 

3.4 Presentation of collected data   

After the data was collected, all the videos of vehicles, stops and pedestrians were processed and 

analysed. The data was summarised and the vehicle composition, travel time, speed, circulating traffic 

flow and signal time were calculated. A summary of the data from the data collection will be shown in 

the following sections. Pedestrians and stops recorded from the videos and manually were not big and 

did not affect the traffic in the roundabout and will therefore not be presented below. 

 

3.4.1 Vehicle composition 

 VISSIM only allows for cars, heavy vehicles busses and bikes which is why cars, minibuses and 

microbuses were added to one category. See table 1.  

Table 1: Table over vehicle composition at Ali Ebn Abi Taleb.  

Car Buss Bike HGV 

92% 2% 4% 2% 

 

 



3.4.2 Traffic flows in and out  

The different traffic flows entering and exiting approach are presented in table 2. 

Table 2: Table showing traffic flow going in and out of the roundabout.  

Road Fawzi Moaz west Albert Al Awal south Ademon Fremon Fawzi Moaz east Albert Al Awal north 

Enter 1986 975 447 2682 817 

Exit 3200 461 447 1453 1242 

 

3.4.3 Circulating traffic 

The traffic circulating inside of the roundabout was also counted from the videos to help deciding the 

route choice for the model. Figure 12 shows the two points where the traffic flow was counted and 

table 3 the traffic flows. 

 

Figure 12: Map showing the places where circulating flow was counted. (Google Maps, 2019 c). 

 

Table 3: Table showing circulation traffic flows at point 1 and 2 during the hour of data collection. 

location 1 2 

Vehicles 

(V/h) 1005 2414 

 

 

 



3.4.4 Queue 

The only road where a que was present was on Fawzi Moaz east link due to the signal whit a 

maximum of 16 vehicles per lane.  

 

3.4.5 Travel time 

To decide how big the sample of vehicles needed to represent the whole data set, a sample of 10 

vehicles were followed driving a specified distance in two different places es figure 13. To decide the 

final sample size needed for vehicles collected in both places equation 1 was used: 

𝑛 =
𝑍2∗𝑆

𝐸2      (1) 

Z= T- value from the two tailed t-distribution at a confidence interval of 𝛼  

S=Sample standard deviation 

E= accepted error margin 

By using the equation, a sample size of 40 vehicles were calculated to represent the whole data set for 

both sampling places. The average can be seen in table 4. 

 

Figure 13: Illustration of distances where travel time where counted.  (Google Maps, 2019 c). 

 

 

 



 

Table 4: Table showing travel time over distance A and B.  

Location       A         B 

Travel time[s]    23.5    17.3 

 

 

3.4.6 Route choice  

Traffic flows coming in and going out of the roundabout where obtained during the processing of the 

data and could be added into VISSIM directly. The number of vehicles from an approach going to 

another could not be obtained from the videos. To obtain this information an OD-matrix provided by 

Dr Mounir based on his unpublished work was used. An iterative fitting process was made to calculate 

the percentage of vehicles going to each departing leg (Abdel-Aal, 2019).   

The number of cars going from one approach to a departure can be seen in figure14. Ademon Fremon 

is not included in the chart as the whole traffic flow goes to Fawzi Moaz east without entering the 

roundabout, see also figure 2. 

 
1 2 3 4 

1 333 356 1032 264 

2 271 0 375 129 

3 1742 0 0 827 

4 804 0 0 0 

 

Figure 14: Chart showing route choices; 1 :Fawzi Moaz west,2: Alberet Al Awal,3:Fwazi Moaz east,4: Albert Al 

Awal north. 

 

3.4.7 Morning to Evening factor  

As the data collected did not resemble the usual conditions at the roundabout a growth factor was used 

to model the traffic flows change from morning to evening peak hour. It was only possible to get a 

factor for each side of Fawzi Moaz. Because there was no way to get the factor for Albert Al Awal and 

Ademon Fremon the average of the two factors were used for all approaches.  

To get the growth factor for Fawzi Moaz west link a video from the data collection of Ibrahimia which 

was made the same day as the data collection for Aly Ebn Taleb but between 15.00-16.00 was used. 



The video shows an intersection nearby, where the traffic on one side is either coming from Aly Ebn 

taleb or going into the roundabout. 

The factor for Fawzi Moaz east link was made by analysing both the morning and evening video 

showing an intersection on the way to Victor Emanuoiel square from which the traffic flow leaving 

and entering Aly Ebn taleb can be calculated. Making a factor of how the traffic 24/4-2019 changed 

from morning to evening. The factor used was 1.4 and modelled traffic flows are shown in table 5.  

Table 5: Table showing traffic flows after multiplying with the factor 1.4. 

Road Fawzi Moaz west Albert Al Awal south Andemon Fremon Fawzi Moaz east Albert Al Awal  

Enter 

(V/h) 2780 1365 626 3755 1144 

Exit 

(V/h) 4480 645 626 2034 1739 

 

4. Model development  

VISSIM is a microscopic multimodal traffic simulation and analysing tool. VISSIM also allows for 

modifying driver behaviour in case of priority rules, critical gap and following time.  

The model created in VISSIM represents the roundabout of Ali Ebn Abi Taleb described earlier in Site 

description (3.2). The model does not differ to much from the geometry observed from Google maps 

and the video. However, the different width of the circulatory was complicated to model which is why 

the circulatory of the model is 6 lanes with a width of 3m each, the decision to use 6 lanes was made 

after looking at the videos seeing that this is the most common number of lanes. 

Each of the roads either going in or out of the roundabout are an independent link as well as the 

circulatory. The links are connected by one or more connectors. Between links and connectors as well 

as overlapping connectors there are conflict areas which defines the right of way at the place. To 

reflect the iterative fitting process, several statistical vehicle routes were used. 

Synchro 10 is a microscopic optimization and analysis software using Sim Traffic which is the traffic 

simulation application. Sim traffic is a very basic microsimulation model therefore no results from it 

are acceptable unless the calibration is demonstrated (Washington State Department of Transportation, 

2018).  

Synchro 10 is not made or recommended to use for analysation of roundabouts and it is not possible to 

make a roundabout with signal (Washington State Department of Transportation, 2019). The program 

is however used at both Pharos University and Alexandria University and as the roundabout beeing 

part of the bigger project a model of the intersection has been made in Synchro 10 as well. 



The program not being able to handle signalised roundabouts the model had to be made with several 

y-and t-intersections connected in a diamond like shape. Ademon Fremon was added a bit away from 

the “roundabout” as the program was not able to connect it properly to close. Signals were added at 

the places described above in the site description (3.2) the route choices were made inserting the traffic 

flows coming into each y-intersection as well as the flow leaving the intersection based on the iterative 

fitting process.  

It is important not to make the models to complex as the data and data collection methods are not to 

accurate. To big differences leads to bigger simulation errors as the model either needs more 

information or can’t handle all the information. VISSIM is capable of handling very complex models 

while Synchro only does the basic.  The assumptions regarding route choice is affecting the accuracy. 

Ravindran et al argue that it’s not the accuracy of the assumptions that maters but the results the 

assumptions produce in the model. The most important is not that the model creates the perfect result 

according to reality but what you are able to do with the results, like in this project being able to see 

the difference created from the different alternatives that will be introduced below (Ravindran, et al., 

1987). 

 

4.1 Basic scenario  

The basic scenario is the model described above. The model consists of four approaches going into the 

roundabout. Ademon Fremon connects straight on to Fawzi Moa east. Signals were put as Fawzi Moaz 

east enters the roundabout as well as inside the roundabout. Figure 15 shows the model. 

 



Figure 15: Picture of basic model in VISSIM. 

The basic scenario in synchro was made like explained above. 

 

4.2 Calibration  

Calibration is necessary to make the model of Ali Ebn Abi Taleb resemble the reality as close as 

possible using the data collected at the site. Calibration is an iterative process done by comparing the 

resemblance of the model to the reality and the changing the model and investigating if the 

resemblance is better or worse. The model should be validated, the validation process investigates if 

the model is representable for the data used for calibration in addition if it represents the traffic system 

studied. If the model can’t be validated, need to be careful about the conclusions made since the model 

can be misleading (Trafikverket, 2014). The calibration process of this project consists of different 

elements: number of simulations runs, geometry, route choice, traffic flow and speed. All steps will be 

explained below. 

Driver behaviour was changed to help calibrate the rest of the parameters. Driver behavioural 

parameters changed in VISSM were headway time, stand still acceleration, minimum headway and 

following variation. The behavioural changing parameters changed in Synchro 10 was headway time, 

saturation flow and lane width.    

The model in Synchro 10 was only able to be calibrated using the queuing results due to the strange 

geometry. Therefore, the following calibrating tools were not used on the model in Synchro 10. To 

read about the calibration of Synchro 10 go to 4.2.4 Calibrations in Synchro 10. 

 

4.2.1 Number of simulations runs 

Minimum number of simulation runs were decided based on equation 2 presented by Trafikverket 

(Trafikverket, 2014): 

𝑛 = (
𝑠∗𝑡𝑎/2

 �̅�∗𝜖
)

2
  (2) 

s= Standard deviation of the studied data 

�̅�=Mean value based on the studied data 

𝑡𝑎/2=The student t-value for the confidence level α/2 

𝜖= Allowed margin of error in the mean value in percent  



The calculation requires the standard deviation and average value of a parameter which will be 

calibrated during the process in this case the traffic flows from 2 approaches and 2 departuring legs 

were used. The standard deviation and mean value were not known but retrieved by doing 5 

simulation runs according to the recommendation from Trafikverket of 4-6 run (Trafikverket, 2014). 

The different approaches and departures will becalculated separately as n1, n2, n3 and n4 and the 

average number of runs will be used see table 6. 𝜖 was chosen to 5% to keep the number of runs 

needed low due to the time VISSIM needs to complete each run. 

Table 6: Table showing amount of simulation runs needed for each approach. 

Kolumn1 S t x E% n1 n2 n3 n4 N 

 Fawzi Moaz W in 55 2.57 1957 3 5.79 
    

Albert Al Awal S in 19 2.57 733 3 
 

4.43 
   

Fawzi Moaz E out 57 2.57 1416 3 
  

11.89 
  

Albert Al Awal N out 37 2.57 1202 3 
   

6.8 
 

Average 
        

7.227 

 

The minimum amount of runs of the simulations needed is 7 however, to get even more accurate result 

10 runs were made in VISSIM. 

 

 

 

4.2.2 Travel time 

Due to the small amount of observations of the speed, the prediction interval method from 

Trafikeverket was used (Trafikverket, 2014) to see if the model was calibrated. The interval was 

calculated as presented in equation 3: 

�̅� ± 𝑡𝑁−1 (
𝛼

2
) ∗ 𝑆√1 +

1

𝑁
  (3) 

 

If the average travel time from the observations fall within the calculated prediction interval the model 

is calibrated. The travel time differs widely between the two observations points which is why a 

different interval was made for each observation point results can be seen in table 7. 

 



Table 7: Table showing results from calculations of the prediction interval. 

Kolumn1 Lower bund Upper bund Observed data 

A 18.43 26.23 23.5 

B 14.28 17.5 17.3 

 

 

4.2.3 Vehicle flows 

Vehicle flows were calibrated using the GEH formula in equation 4 presented by Trafikverket 

(Trafikverket, 2014). The formula is used to se of the models results reflect the observed if the GEH is 

<5 the model has acceptable results. There are 5 different approaches to the roundabout and the GHE 

value was calculated for all of them se result in table 8.  

𝐺𝐸𝐻𝑖 = √(
2∗(𝑥𝑖−𝑦𝑖 )

2

(𝑥𝑖+𝑦𝑖)
)  (4) 

xi=average of simulated data 

yi=average from observed data 

 

Table 8: Table over the GEH for traffic flows entering and exiting the roundabout. 

Place 

Fawzi Moaz 

west 

Albert Al Awal 

south 

Ademon 

Fremon 

Fawzi Moaz 

east 

Alber Al Awal 

north Criculation 1 Circualing 2 

GEH 

In 0.25 0.1 0.52 0.49 0.48 1.73 2.11 

GEH 

Out 1.63 0.31 0.52 0.6 1.2 - - 

 

4.2.4 Calibrations in Synchro 10 

To calibrate the queue the saturation flow of Fawzi Moaz west linkwas set to 1900. A curvature was 

added to Albert Al Awal to make it easier for vehicles to weave into the traffic. At Albert Awal south 

link an extra lane was used to decrease the length of the queue. A comparison between que in vehicles 

amount can be seen in table 9. 

 

 



Table 9: Table over queue in vehicle amount in Synchro 10.  

Road 

Observed que 

in vehicles 

Queue in vehicles 

from model 

Fawzi Moaz west in 0 2.9 

Albert Al Awal south in 0 15 

Ademon Fremon 0 0 

Albert Al Awal north in 0 2 

Fawzi Moaz east in 16 24 

  

 

4.3 First alternative: Signalized roundabout 

In the first alternative the geometry of the roundabout is kept as it is (figure 16). Signals are added at 

all entrances of the roundabout and the signal inside is kept. As there are already signals at the 

roundabout the addition of some new signals could be a natural progression. The signalisation of the 

roundabout gives pedestrians a chance to cross the road during the red time. The signal time of the 

roundabout was made without extra time for pedestrians; however, it was based on the cycle time 

observed from the data collection a cycle time of 83 seconds were used. Coordination of the signals 

were made with four phases. The first where only Fawzi Moaz goes. Second phase Albert Al Awal 

noth link is added. Third phase stops flow from Fawzi Moaz and lets the queue at the signal inside the 

roundabout dissolve while keeping Albert Al Awal north link green. In the fourth and last phase 

Albert Al Awal south link Albert Awal noth link and the signal inside the roundabout have green at 

the same time.  

 

Figure 16: Pict of model of signalized roundabout in VISSIM.  



Synchro 10 does not allow for the same coordination of traffic lights as VISSIM which meant that 

some alterations to the signal distribution had to be made. Resulting in only 3 phases were phase 3 

form VISSIM was not used. 

 

4.4 Second alternative: Intersection 

The second scenario is a signalized intersection (figure 17). The intersection is built with Fawzi Moaz 

going straight through with four lanes at the same lane width as in the base scenario. Albert is rebuilt 

with the two lanes spreading out in to four lanes as the street widens as there is a lot of space as seen 

in figure 17. This was made as an attempt to make the queue shorter and dissolve faster when the 

signal turns green. In the intersection, all movements except U-turns permitted but regulated by the 

signals. U-turns have been added before the intersection on each side. The signal times gives 

pedestrians possibility to move unharmed at the sides of the intersection. 

Some assumptions were required as the roundabout is blocked for south bound traffic from Fawzi 

Moaz east link and Albert Al Awal north ln today. The assumptions concern how many vehicles that 

would come from these approaches if the roundabout was opened. From the video recorded for 

Mustafa kemmel, it could be observed how many U-turns were made from Fawzi Moaz west to go 

back into the roundabout. Assuming that all U-turns are made by cars coming from Fawzi moas east 

link and Albert al Awal north link. It was also assumed that the proportions of U-turns from each link 

are proportional to the traffic flows form the links. 

Signalisation of the intersection was made with an cycle time of 84 seconds with mixed phase with 

extra green and right turn followed with another mixed phase. 

 

 



Figure 17: Figure of model of intersection in VISSIM.  

The model in Synchro 10 was made like the model in VISSIM. The only difference was that to make 

U-turns dummy intersections had to be made.    

 

5. Results and analysis   

The result will present the result concerning average queue delay, speed and traffic flow. Traffic flow 

of the roundabout/intersection and was only investigated in VISSIM.  

 

5.1 Signalized roundabout 

5.1.1 Delay 

Table 10 shows that the use of signalization in the roundabout makes the delay become smaller in 

many places. On the roads with little or non-existing delay there can be seen an increase of delay as 

the signal lights causes the vehicles to stop. The biggest difference in delay can be seen on the roads 

where the queue inside the roundabout stops the vehicles from moving. Delay of vehicles leaving the 

roundabout also accounts for delay before entering it. The big change in Fawzi Moaz east out is 

because the signal keeps the queue from building up inside of the roundabout stopping vehicles from 

leaving the roundabout.  

 Table 10: Table over delay results of the signalized roundabout from VISSIM. Delay is shown in average 

delay per vehicle (s).  

Road       basic          signal Difference 

Fawzi Moaz west in  119.1 64.9 -54.2 

Albert Al Awal south in  136.4 71.3 -65.2 

Albert Al Awal south out 126.9 73.0 -53.9 

Ademon Fremon 0.3 2.7 2.5 

Fawzi Moaz east out 177.3 86.5 -90.8 

Albert Al Awal north out  77.0 67.4 -9.6 

Albert Al Awal north in 0.1 3.0 2.8 

Fawzi Moaz west out 26.6 36.6 10.0 

Fawzi Moaz east in 4.5 31.4 26.9 

 



The results from Synchro 10 can be seen in table 11. As the signalization of the roundabout does not 

work in a satisfactory way the signals could not be coordinated. Therefore, an increase in delay can be 

seen on all entering approaches except for Ademon Fremon. 

 

Table 11: Delay results of the signalized roundabout from Synchro 10.  Delay in Synchro is shown in hours 

(h). 

Road Basic Signal Difference 

Fawzi Moaz west in 9.8 80 70.2 

Albert Al Awal south in 47 107 60 

Ademon Fremon 0.3 0.2 -0.1 

Albert Al Awal north in 0.1 0.1 0 

Fawzi Moaz east in 102 107 5 

 

 

5.1.2 Speed 

In scenario 1 almost all speeds increase. The biggest increase can be seen on Fawzi Moaz east out as 

there no longer is a queue blocking the vehicles trying to go there. Speed on Albert Al Alwal north 

decrease as the signal means that cars must stop before going into the intersection table 12. 

Table 12: Speed results of the signalized roundabout form VISSIM (km/h). 

Road 
 

Base Signal Difference 

Fawzi Moaz west in 9.8 20.0 10.1 

Albert Al Awal south in 8.5 26.8 18.3 

Albert Al Awal south out 46.7 48.8 2.1 

Ademon Fremon 49.7 42.1 -7.6 

Fawzi Moaz east out 34.8 43.4 8.7 

Albert Al Awal north out  46.9 49.4 2.5 

Albert Al Awal north in 42.1 14.8 -27.3 

Fawzi Moaz west out 46.2 48.7 2.6 

Fawzi Moaz east in 16.6 23.6 7.0 

 

 



Results from Synchro 10 shows a smaller change due to the geometry preventing higher speeds table 

13.   

 

Table 13: Speed results of the signalized roundabout from Synchro 10 (km/h). 

Road Basic Signal 

Fawzi Moaz west in 11 5 

Albert Al Awal south in 3 2 

Albert Al Awal south out 26 18 

Ademon Fremon 26 26 

Fawzi Moaz east out 4 7 

Albert Al Awal north out  26 12 

Albert Al Awal north in 21 8 

Fawzi Moaz west out 28 21 

Fawzi Moaz east in 5 8 

 

 

5.1.3 Traffic flow  

As it can be seen in table 14 the traffic flows increase with the signalization on almost every approach. 

The signals make it possible for more vehicles to enter the roundabout. The decrease seen in Fawzi 

Moaz and Albert Al Awal is due to the cars not getting as much time to enter the roundabout as 

earlier.  

Table 14: Traffic flow results of the signalized roundabout from VISSIM (V/h). 

Road  Base Flow In Signal Flow In Difference 

Fawzi Moaz west in 1816 2649 833 

Albert Al Awal south in 787 1155 368 

Ademon Fremon 603 603 0 

Albert Al Awal north in 1137 1132 -5 

Fawzi Moaz east in 3716 3623 -93 

Sum 8059 9162 1103 

 

 



5.2 Intersection 

5.2.1 Delay 

A big decrease of the delay can be seen in both VISSIM and Synchro 10 (table 15 and 16). The three 

roads with a decrease in delay are Fawzi Moaz east link in, Albert Al Awal north link in and Fawzi 

Moaz west link out. This because of the signals causing bigger delays. 

Table 15: Delay results of the intersection from VISSIM (s).  

Road 
 

delay bas delay intersection Diffrence 

Fawzi Moaz west in 119.1 3.3 -115.8 

Albert Al Awal south in 136.4 21.3 -115.1 

Albert Al Awal south out 126.9 31.3 -95.6 

Ademon Fremon 0.3 0.2 -0.1 

Fawzi Moaz east out 177.3 14.0 -163.3 

Albert Al Awal north out  77.0 33.4 -43.6 

Albert Al Awal north in 0.1 1.7 1.6 

Fawzi Moaz west out 26.6 31.5 4.9 

Fawzi Moaz east in 4.5 25.5 21.0 

 

Table 16: Delay results of the intersection from Synchro 10 (h). 

Road Basic Intersection Difference 

Fawzi Moaz west in 9.8 19 9.2 

Albert Al Awal south in 47 29 -18 

Ademon Fremon 0.3 2.5 2.2 

Albert Al Awal north in 0.1 46 45.9 

Fawzi Moaz east in 102 27 -75 

 

 5.2.2 Speed 

Table 17 and 18 shows a slight increase of the speed on many links. A big decrease in speed can be 

seen on Ademon Fremon and Albert Al Awal north link in.  The reason for the big decrease is just like 

in the signalized are roundabout the signal and the added traffic flow. 

 

Table 17: Speed result of the intersection from VISSIM (km/h) 



Road 
 

Base Intersection Difference 

Fawzi Moaz west in 
 

9.8 21.4 11.6 

Albert Al Awal south in 
 

8.5 17.0 8.5 

Albert Al Awal south out 
 

46.7 50.1 3.4 

Ademon Fremon 
 

49.7 35.6 -14.1 

Fawzi Moaz east out 
 

34.8 52.2 17.5 

Albert Al Awal  north out  46.9 47.6 0.7 

Albert Al Awal north in 
 

42.1 20.2 -21.9 

Fawzi Moaz west out 
 

46.2 51.7 5.5 

Fawzi Moaz east in 
 

16.6 18.5 1.9 

 

Table 18: Speed result of the intersection from Synchro 10 (km/h). 

Road Basic Intersection 

Fawzi Moaz west in 11 10 

Albert Al Awal south in 3 12 

Albert Al Awal south out 26 30 

Ademon Fremon 26 15 

Fawzi Moaz east out 4 29 

Albert Al Awal  north out  26 33 

Albert Al Awal north in 21 17 

Fawzi Moaz west out 28 30 

Fawzi Moaz east in 5 17 

 

 

5.2.3 Traffic flow  

The intersection creates a bigger total traffic flow going into the roundabout. The traffic flow 

decreases at Albert Al Awal north and Fawzi Moaz east for the same reasons as is described in the 

signalized roundabout as seen in table 19 

 

 

 

 



Table 19: Traffic flow result of the intersection from VISSIM (V/h) 

Road Base flow in  Intersection flow in Difference 

Fawzi Moaz west in 1816 2407 591 

Albert Al Awal south in 787 1323 536 

Ademon Fremon 603 603 0 

Albert Al Awal north in 1137 1112 -25 

Fawzi Moaz east in 3716 3511 -205 

Sum 8059 8956 897 

 

 

5.3 Comparison  

A comparison of the results between the two alternative solutions and the basic scenario will be 

concluded in figure 18-22 . The comparison is made to show which alternative will give the best 

results concerning delay, speed and traffic flow. 

 

5.3.1 Delay 

Both software shows the biggest decrease of delay can be seen when turning the roundabout into an 

intersection (figure18-19). The alternative to signalize the existing roundabout also results in a 

reduction of the delays but not to the same extent. The bigger decrease in the alternative to make the 

roundabout to an intersection is most likely because there is no signal inside the intersection as it still 

is in the signalized roundabout. Figure 19 shows that the delay of the signalized roundabout is higher 

than the other alternatives due to Synchro not beeing able to handle the complexity the situation needs. 

Making an intersection sill decreases the delay.   



 

Figure 18: Diagrams showing delay results of approaches from VISSIM. Average delay per vehicle.  

 

 

Figure 19: Diagram over delay results of approaches from Synchro 10.  

 

5.3.2 Speed 

As seen in the figures bellow the results differ between the two alternatives and software figure 20 and 

21. Signals in the roundabout decreases the speed of the roundabout while the remodelling to an 

intersection will lead to higher speeds. As there is no extra stoppage in the intersection except at the 

signal speeds become higher.  
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Figure 20: Diagram of speed results from VISSIM. 

 

Figure 21: Diagram of speed result from Synchro 10.  

 

5.3.3 Traffic flow  

Traffic flows increase as the two alternatives are introduced figure 22. The difference between the two 

alternatives is 161 cars, but more than 600 cars compared to the base model. The increase in traffic 

flow means an increase in the capacity of the traffic point.  The alternative that allows highest traffic 

flows is the signalized roundabout. The traffic flows for the signalised roundabout increase with 1103 

vehicles while the traffic flow for the intersection increase with 897 vehicles.  
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Figure 22: Diagram over traffic flow result from VISSM.  

 

6. Discussion 

The data concerning the geometry was collected from google maps, causing them not to be very 

accurate. As the width of the lanes impact the capacity of the roundabout some differences from reality 

will be present in the model. Due to problems with coordination with the police department and 

holidays, data was only collected on one occasion with less traffic than usual due to the holiday 

season. The limitations of the data collection, and the quality of the data collected might cause 

problems when calibrating the model. Using a factor made the data resemble the usual traffic situation 

better, however, is the used data a modelled data set. The factor does not account for changes in 

traveling patterns only size of traffic flows which effects the result. As the data is modelled it is not 

sure it accurately reflects reality. Due to limited data collection equipment the data collection was 

made manually and counted manually from videos making the readout less accurate that if better 

equipment would have been used. The excessive time needed to analyse the videos made it possible to 

only go through the data once except for smaller parts in need of extra examination. 

 

Due to the limited experience of using VISSIM and Synchro 10 the models might not be constructed 

in the optimal way. More experience with the programs would have enabled use of more features 

useful for the calibration, data extraction and the modelling. Creating better models thus producing 

more accurate results. 
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The calibrations of the model in VISSIM were made successfully for all factors. As Synchro was only 

calibrated using que the results regarding roundabout should not be trusted to a big extent. As none of 

the models were validated the conclusions of this project needs to be made carefully.  

The model in Sychro 10 does not reflect the reality more than that most roads has the right number of 

lanes and the right lane width. As the geometry is made from t and y-intersections the speed cannot be 

calibrated causing speeds not to reflect reality. The small queues in the model at all approaches is 

probably due to the signals ang the geometry of the model. The queue at Albert Al Awal south is 

because of the signal and the fact that the vehicles are assigned to one lane which they share with 

Fawzi Moaz west link. As the geometry does not allow for more than four vehicles to be in line in one 

lane at the same time a que builds at Albert Al Awal south link. This also effects the queue on Fawzi 

Moaz west link as the two roads share space. To have a queue of zero is very uncommon and is an 

outlier which is why the calibrations in Synchro 10 are acceptable even though the queues differ from 

reality. The big differences in the models in some cases are probably because of the basic nature of 

Synchro 10 not beeing able to handle the roundabout.  

The model in VISSM reflects reality over all except for the circulatory where it in some places are too 

wide. This helps the calibration as there is no queue on most streets of the model as it allows more 

vehicles to pass through but might not give accurate results as it is not the usual conditions of the 

roundabout.    

Some assumptions were made to create the second alternative of an intersection, the assumptions 

being made without enough information regarding traveling patterns have affected the accuracy in a 

negative way. Signal times for the intersection and signalized roundabout were made using the 

obtained data and assumptions then visually optimized. This implicate that there are some 

improvements to be made in the signal time to optimize the performance the alternatives. Moreover, 

does pedestrians need to be included and signal times for crosswalks needs to be added to prevent 

accidents. 

The difference between the two software depends on the alternative looked at. Due to the remodelling 

of the geometry of the roundabout in Synchro 10 and the problems with modelling the signals the 

alternative of a signalized roundabout does not reflect the site to a big extent making the result 

unreliable. As synchro is better at handling intersections the result form this alternative is more 

reliable. However, the results regarding speed look similar in both software. The results regarding 

delay does not look similar in both software, in Synchro 10 the delay of the signalized roundabout 

increases greatly. The difference in delay is probably due to the problems with modelling. Out of the 

two software VISSIM crates the most reliable results. However, Synchro 10 does not preform to bad 

given the very limited and basic nature of the model.      



The alternative producing the biggest reduction of delay as well as the biggest increase in speed in 

both software is alternative two rebuilding the roundabout into an intersection. This alternative 

improves all the measured parametrises. The drastic decrease in delay is due to dividing the delay on 

all the approaches and creating a cycle time short enough to not create big queues which cause delay. 

Higher speeds and the changed geometry make it possible to increase traffic flow.  

The alternative of signalizing the roundabout also improves the parameters regarding delay and traffic 

flow in VISSIM. The results from Synchro shows bigger delay in this alternative. The results in both 

software show slower speeds than in the basic scenario. The results from VISSIM are not expected as 

the average queue delay and speed often correlate. The slower speed in VISSIM is probably since 

results are gathered at one point. And the big decrease in speed at two roads due to the new signals 

effect the speed.  

The intersection performs better in all parameters measured in both software. In the parameter of 

traffic flow are results of the signalized roundabout better. This is probably because the roundabout 

has a bigger capacity of containing vehicles inside due to the bigger number of lanes inside. The 

intersection has higher speeds than the roundabout. High speed can be preferred as it makes traveling 

faster; however do higher speeds lead to more accidents. Nonetheless does this mean that the 

roundabout has a higher capacity than the intersection?. However, does the intersection lead to a 

bigger decrease in delay which can be preferred over the slightly higher capacity. As the objective of 

the project is to ease the congestion at the roundabout the best way to do this is to move more cars on 

Fawzi Moaz as this street accounts for about 75% of the traffic flow going in o the roundabout and are 

responsible for most of the congestion. 

Even though this project does not handle pedestrians it should be noted that accidents in higher speeds 

cause bigger damage both to vehicles and humans.  

 

7. Conclusions and further studies 

By using micro simulations models to create two different solutions to solve the congestion at the 

roundabout of Ali Ebn Abi Taleb it could be seen that the best alternative is to make the roundabout 

into an intersection. To build the intersection would mean a big improvement of the conditions in the 

roundabout. An intersection would also lead to big remodelling of the space causing further traffic 

problems during some time. Signal systems are expensive and adding that cost to the remodelling 

would be a big undertaking.  However, would it decrease delay immensely creating a more well-

functioning transport system with more equally spread delay saving travellers time. The signalised 

roundabout is a less expensive alternative to implement where a reduction of delay also can be seen.    



The project did not include pedestrians; further studies would therefore concern safety of pedestrians 

as well as signal timings for crosswalks as well as optimization of signal times.  

There would also be an opportunity to open the roundabout for all movements and signalizing the 

open roundabout. There are other ways to improve the traffic situation at Aly Ebn Abi Taleb not just 

the ones presented in this project. Therefore, further studies of alternatives would be profitable to 

explore which alternative that would improve the situation to most extent.   

As the data used is modelled there would be profitable to de further data collections to ensure the 

models accuracy and the results reliability. Further studies of traveling patterns would also be needed 

as assumptions of traveling patterns were made in this project. Moreover, studies concerning driver 

behaviour would also be preferable to get more accurate results.  
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